
Ursula Von der Leyen, President of the European Union (EU) Commission, presenting the oil embargo against Russia to the
European Parliament, said that "there will be a complete ban on imports of all Russian crude and processed oil products
transported by sea and pipeline." It was understood in the commission draft that was leaked to the media after these
statements, that a ban would also be imposed on the transportation of Russian crude oil and petroleum products "by any
ship registered under the flag of a member state or belonging to an EU citizen or organization". This led to the joining of
new member states that objected to the sanctions package.
Despite the expectations that the European Union's plan to ban Russian oil may cause a supply squeeze in global markets,
OPEC + decided to continue its production increase plan of 432 thousand barrels per day in June.
The Bank of England raised interest rates to a 13-year high. In line with market expectations, the bank increased its policy
rate by 25 basis points to 1%.
The Central Bank of Czech Republic joined the central banks that decided to tighten after the Fed's 50 basis point interest
rate hike. The bank increased the policy rate at a rate above economist expectations. The Czech Central Bank increased
the policy rate by 75 basis points to 5.75 percent.
Despite the decision to exit Russia, the oil giant Shell made a record profit due to the high energy prices. The company
announced that it decided to withdraw from projects in the country on February 28, 2022, after Russia's attack on Ukraine.
Mortgage rates in the US rose to the highest level since August 2009 at 5.27%.
Initial jobless claims for the week of April 30 in the USA were recorded as 200 thousand, above the expectations. The
expectation was for the data to arrive at 182 thousand, the previous data was revised to 181 thousand.
The UK has revoked the Moscow Stock Exchange's (MOEX) status as a recognized stock exchange.
The World Health Organization announced that approximately 15 million deaths in 2020 and 2021 are directly or indirectly
related to Covid-19.
According to the consumer price index of the Turkish Statistical Institute (TUIK) for April, annual inflation was 69.97
percent. On a monthly basis, an increase of 7.25% was observed. The data showed that the upward momentum in producer
inflation continued. The annual increase in producer prices was the highest since March 1995. Annual producer price
increases rose to 121.8%.
Considered as the leading indicator of economic growth, Istanbul Chamber of Industry Turkey Manufacturing PMI was
recorded as 49.2 in April, indicating that the manufacturing sector lost momentum for the second month in a row.
Manufacturing PMI has dropped to its lowest level since 2020.
The gross foreign exchange reserves of the Central Bank of the Republic of Turkey (CBRT) decreased by 698 million
dollars compared to the previous week. According to the CBRT data, reserves, which were 66 billion 96 million dollars last
week, reached 65 billion 398 million dollars in the week ending April 29. CBRT gold reserves reached 41 billion 466 million
dollars from 42 billion 820 million dollars. Thus, while the total reserves of the CBRT were 108 billion 916 million dollars,
they became 106 billion 864 million dollars.
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European stock markets, which started the day with a strong positive, are regressing with the sales. DAX is
down and 13959, FTSE 100 down and 7534, CAC 40 down and 6407.

As a result of strong sell-off in the USA, most of yesterday's earnings are given back. Dow Jones is down and
33236, S&P 500 down and 4175, Nasdaq down and 12978.
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XAU/USD

Gold's trading range today is 1881-1909, while the last trading price is 1885. The resistance
levels are 1925 and 1936, and the support levels are 1890 and 1880.

RESISTANCE 1 / 1925     RESISTANCE 2 / 1936
SUPPORT 1 / 1890    SUPPORT 2 / 1880

XAG/USD

RESISTANCE 1 / 23.00  RESISTANCE 2 / 23.20
SUPPORT 1 / 22.85  SUPPORT 2 / 22.45

The trading range of silver today is 22.62-23.27, while the last trading price is 22.69. Resistance
levels are 23.00 and 23.20, support levels are 22.85 and 22.45.



ETHEREUM

The trading range of Ethereum today is 2818-2952, the last trading price is 2818. The resistance
levels are 2930 and 2950, and the support levels are 2800 and 2750.

DAX

The trading range of the index today is 13935-14321, while the last level is 13959. The resistance
levels are 14105 and 14155, and the support levels are 14000 and 13870.

RESISTANCE 1 / 14105     RESISTANCE 2 / 14155
SUPPORT 1 / 14000    SUPPORT 2 / 13870

RESISTANCE 1 / 2930     RESISTANCE 2 / 2950
SUPPORT 1 / 2800    SUPPORT 2 / 2750

• All recent market values in the report represent the values at the time the report was written.
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LEGAL DISCLAIMER: The texts, information and graphics in this report
and the comments are the first sources available in good faith and their
accuracy, validity and effectiveness, in short, in any form, form and
name, without constituting any guarantee, guarantee, and only
information on the basis of any decision. Compiled in order to obtain.
From the comments in these reports; Efor Forex and its employees are
not responsible for any damages that may arise in matters such as
missing information and / or updates. Efor Forex can change and / or
eliminate such information and recommendations at any time, in no way
and in any way, without the need for prior notice and / or warning.
This report and comments, prepared for the purpose of providing
information in general, comprehensive information,
Since it does not contain any commitment of Efor Forex in any way and
in any way, the decisions to be taken, the results to be reached, the
transactions to be carried out and any risks that may occur will be their
own and will be exclusive to these persons. For this reason, this report,
comments and information on the basis of the decisions to be taken by
private and / or legal persons, the results to be reached, all kinds of
material and moral damages, loss of profit, loss of profit, under
whatever name the concerned parties or third parties Efor Forex and its
employees will not be liable for any direct and / or consequential
damages and losses, and the concerned parties do not have the right to
claim any compensation from Efor Forex and its employees under any
name whatsoever for the damages incurred / to be incurred. they know
and accept. This report, comment and the information contained in the
"investment advisory" service and / or has no activity; people and
institutions who want to receive investment consultancy services,
It is obligatory to contact the institutions and organizations authorized to
provide the service and to receive this service in return for a contract.
The comments and recommendations contained herein are based on
the personal opinions of those who have made comments and
recommendations. Since these opinions are generally arranged within
the scope of general investment consultancy activity and do not contain
personal reports, comments and recommendations, they may not be
appropriate for your financial situation and risk and return preferences.
Therefore, making an investment decision based solely on the
information contained herein may not produce results in line with your
expectations.


